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Session Objectives
● Discuss ways to increase students 

engagement using online pedagogies  
● Apply the community of inquiry 

framework to motivate and engage 
students  

● Apply at least one idea for enhancing 
student engagement in online 
classrooms to their classes immediately



Com ing at  t he End:
Small Group Discussion

● Application of strategies
○ Think about an issue of student engagement in your own classroom (1 minute)
○ In groups of 3, talk about how you might use online tools to enhance student engagement in your own classroom. Use 

strategies presented or come up with your own.
○ Report back from groups



Incredible Pace of Change
Digital technology is changing 
the way we life, work and 
learn.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With today’s technological and web-based affordances



New “classroom spaces”



Sociocultural Perspective on Engagement

Learner engagement is a multidimensional concept that, 
occurs when students are simultaneously, reflectively 
involved in deep understanding and expertise (high 
cognition), genuinely valuing what they are doing (high 
emotion), and actively participating in learning activities 
(high participation). 

(Munns & Woodward, 2006; Willis, Davis & Chaplin, 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paris and Turner (1994) describe motivation as the ‘engine’ of learning (p. 217). 



practice: learning as 
doing

community: learning 
as belonging

learning: learning as 
experience

identity: learning as 
becoming

Learning 

Components of a sociocultural learning theory of learning (Wenger, 1998. p. 5) 



Community of Inquiry



Maximize 
Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pedagogical  orientation---Community of Inquiry (CoI) framework, reflects a social constructivist stance proposed that online interaction requires learners to progress through a series of events in order to achieve critical thinking: a triggering event, exploration, integration, and resolution. Through this process, students enter critical inquiry via “cognitive presence” that “focuses on higher order thinking process as opposed to specific individual learning outcomes” (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2009, p. 8).



Maximize 
Learning





Tips



Student to Student Engagement



Course Lounge: Create Space for Student to Student 
Interactions



Introductions Matter: Student-Student Interactions



Using VoiceThread for Student Presentations (Elliot)



Using VoiceThread for Discussion and Reflection 



Use Padlet, Blogs, and Wikis for Students to 
Collaborate and Create



Small group 
discussions 
around Case 
Studies 
(David)



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1nKBLEAeBELFPgZSXQqNYF0i8z2-TdFej/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1nKBLEAeBELFPgZSXQqNYF0i8z2-TdFej/view


Student to Teacher Engagement



Teacher Presence: Start from the Beginning 

“Learning communities 
include all participants, 
student and instructor; 
the instructor however, 
sets the climate and 
ensures that a 
community of learning 
is people-centered, and 
through dialog, 
discussion, and 
sharing, learners 
have the opportunity 
to connect with 
others” (Merriam, 
Caffarella, & 
Baumgartner, 2007, p. 
193).



Tracking student activity on Moodle (1)



Tracking Student Activity on Moodle (2)



Tracking Student Activity (3)



Balancing teacher discussion with student 
discussion (David)
● Formative feedback is good
● Everything doesn’t need your feedback
● Encourage and model student to student discussion



Student to Content Engagement



Ethnography Case 
Study: 
Interviewing a 
Second Language 
Learner



Reinventing the lecture

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ud_n-0XPbU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ud_n-0XPbU


Group book reports 



Building content toward a goal (David)







Informal Assessment: Exit Ticket



Small Group Discussion
● Application of strategies

○ Think about an issue of student engagement in your own classroom (1 minute)
○ In groups of 3, talk about how you might use online tools to enhance student engagement in your own classroom. Use 

strategies presented or come up with your own.
○ Report back from groups
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